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Strength, speed and taste are the cornerstones of what make Sucker Punch a real knock-out. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 26,00 €

Price with discount 23,64 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 26,00 €

Sales price without tax 23,64 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,36 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankAutoseeds 
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One of the “hardest hitting” strains in our collection.

Sucker Punch feels exactly how it sounds.The stone from this genetic powerhouse really must be experienced.

Thanks to the highest quality genetic lineage of a pre98 cut Bubba Kush being crossed with our best selling Candy Kush, this is one of the most
potent varieties of autoflowering marijuana available anywhere.

In testing, some samples and have produced THC levels above 20% and CBD levels around 0.8%.

Not only is Sucker Punch super strong it is also super easy; fast flowering, fast finishing and it will withstand most climates and environments.

It thrives in soil, hydro and coco and is particularly well suited to smaller spaces such as sunny balconies or in pots on a terrace.

When grown in optimum conditions outdoor it can reach 100-125cms although it will normally finish around 60-80 cms Multiple stems and side
branches produce very heavy budding all over the plant.

There will be one central stem that produces a larger cola but the abundance of other grow sites means that is plant can really benefit from well
distributed light; giving an excellent crop of dense and intensely fragrant buds.

The aroma when growing is the classic pungent Kush smell and when properly cured the taste is even more distinctive.

The initial flavour is of freshly turned earth with hints of diesel fuel.

After a few more pulls the kush spices really kick in to create a very pleasing flavour on the tongue and in the mouth.

Strength, speed and taste are the cornerstones of what make Sucker Punch a real knock-out that shouldn’t be underestimated!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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